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Ford,Muskie,Cohen poll favorites
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BY KEN HOLMES

Two Republicans and a Democrat appear to be the
clear cut choices of University of Maine at Orono
students for next Tuesday's elections. Gerald Ford and
Wiliam Cohen—the Republicans—and Ed Muskie—
the Democrat—were all substantial winners in
Tuesday's straw poll conducted in the campus
cafeterias by the Maine Campus.
Also a strong winner among UMO students was the
approval of Maine's bottle bill referendum question.
with a large majority of students casting a "yes" vote
on this question.
A total of 1,755 dormitory residents participated in
the poll, which saw President Ford defeat Democratic
hopeful Jimmy Carter by more than a 22 percentage
point margin. Ford picked up 989 votes, or 56.4 per
cent of the votes, as opposed to Carter's 568 votes, 32.3
per cent of the total votes cast.
Ford's success in the Maine Campus straw poll was a
solidification of his success in a poll conducted last
month by the UMO Student Government. Ford beat
Carter in that poll by a 12 per cent margin.
Two other candidates who will appear on the Maine
ballot in the Nov. 2 election were also listed in the poll.

tau lUIIIICE monies= senator running
EUgers...
as an independent. received 82 votes, or 4.7 per cent,
lnd Maine's Benjamin Bubar, running on the
Prohibitionist ticket, received 10 votes, or .6 ,)er cent.
A number of write-in candidates, including such
figures as Lester Maddox, California governor Edmund
(Gerry) Brown and comedian Woody Allen picked up a
total of 3 per cent of the vote. Another 3 per cent of all
voters in the presidential polling were undecided.
In Maine's second district race for a seat in the U.S.
House of Representatives, two-term incumbent
William Cohen. another Republican, left no doubt
concerning his popularity with UMO voters. Cohen
picked up 1,282 votes. or 73.0 per cent, as compared to
Democratic challenger Leighton Cooney's 151 votes,
8.6 per cent of the total. Independent Jacqueline Kaye
received 70 votes, or 4.0 per cent of the total. This was
Kaye's best showing yet in pre-election balloting in the
second district. Fourteen per cent of the voters were
either undecided or out-of-state students.
Despite the success of two Republicans in the UMO
straw poll, a third Republican did not fare too well. In
Maine's hotly-contested U.S. Senate race, incumbent
Edmund Muskie defeated Republican challenger

Robert Monks by an almost two-to-one margin. Muskie
picked up 1.069 votes, or 60.9 per cent, while Monks
gathered 541 votes, 30.8 per cent of the total. Another
8.3 per cent of the voters did not vote for a Senator, or
cast write-in votes.
UMO students also rallied behind the passage of
Maine's bottle bill referendum which will appear on the
Nov. 2 ballot. "Yes" votes totalled 1244, or 70.9 per
cent of the votes cast. while "no" votes totalled 413. or
23.5 per cent. About 5.6 per cent of the voters did not
vote on this question.
A party breakdown of the students participating in
Tuesday's balloting showed that 544, or 31.1 per cent
listed themselves as Democrats. while 524, or 29.9 per
cent listed themselves as Republicans. The largest
number of students polled, however, did not affiliate
themselves with either of the two major oarties. These
Independents numbered 687, or 39.1 pei cent.
In a party breakdown of voters. Democrats rallied
behind Jimmy Carter in the presidential balloting,
while Republicans rallied behind President Ford.
Independent voters gave the victory to Ford, however,
continued on page 2

GSSgrants`Student Paper'partialfunding
BY DOUG CURTI3

The General Student Senate (tiSS) voted 36 to 12 te
approve partial funding of the Student Newspaper
after failing to take action on the request last week due
to a lack of a quorum.
The majority of off-campus senators supported the
paper while dormitory senators voted against the
appropriation. The GSS allocated $500 to the Student
Government Newspaper Committee to allow the
publishing of five more issues.
In discussion, Senator David Stanley (off-campus)
said the student paper was more related to the way
off-campus people felt, adding off-campus people know
more about the outside world. Then he went on to say,
"The Maine Campus is exercising standardized
journalism."
Senator Keith Davis (off-campus) said, The Maine
Campus is a sterile rag published by a bunch of
journalism majors." However, he clarified his
statement by saying it was a personal opinion and that
the Campus was a good newspaper.
Porter Turnball (off-campus) told the senate that he
had talked to over 300 people and 60 per cent of them
liked the Student Newspaper. He also said that a rough
estimate of 60 per cent of the people interviewed said
they like the Student Newspaper better than the
Maine Campus.
Vice-President Diane Elze said she would like to see
the paper continue because it "gives an opportunity for
creative journalism.'
The Student Newspaper was not without its

critics. however. Senators from some the dormitories
said many of their constituents had hot heard of the
Student Paper, and many of those that had, told them
not to approve the appropriations for it.
Senator Jim Rudden of Hancock said the Student
Newspaper serves no function and went on to say
the Maine Campus covers just about everything
fairly well.
Randy Reil, HHH-Oak said, "I don't think it (the
Student Newspaper) is doing its job."
In other business, the GSS approved funding totaling
$5,855.90 for the following clubs and organizations: the
Men's and Women's Woodsmens team, Women's
Track Club, Fencing Club, Rugby Football Club, Maine
Outing Club, UMO Hockey Club, Pre-Law Society and
the UMO Student Recreation and Park Society.

Most of the money went for travel expenses with the
UMO Hockey Club receiving the largest sum, $1,590 to
the Pre-Law Society's request for $10.
Two new organizations were granted GSS approval.
They are the Eckankar International Student Society at
UMO and the UMO Folk Dance Club.
The senate turned down a motion which would send a
position paper to the Orono town council concerning the
closing of Grove St. located next to the Ram's Horn.
The resolution also stated that the GSS instruct the
Orono town council that it is opposed to the closing of
Grove St.
During the committee reports, the Distinguished
Lecture Series announced plans to sponsor Sen. George
McGovern D-S. Dak. in early December and also Edwin
Newman of the National Broadcasting Network.

Maine slips in education funding
BY KATE RAMSAY

Maine is the only state in the country spending less
on higher education this year than two years ago,
according to a report released by the Chronicle of
Higher Education on Tuesday.
The study shows the sole reason for the two year drop
in Maine was due to the ten per cent reduction in
University of Maine spending this year. M. M.
Chambers, the Illinois University researcher who
conducted the study. said Maine is spending four per
cent less on higher education this year than in 1974-75.
and because of inflation, the university's buying power

has been reduced by 17 per cent. Average spending on
higher education nationally increased 24 per cent.
Chambers also concluded that Maine ranked 49th in
the nation in its appropriation per capita which means
the state is spending about $40 on higher education for
every citizen this year. The national average is $65.21.
For the amount of money spent per $1,000 of
personal income. Maine ranked 45th. The U.S. average
is $11.05 while in Maine the figure is about $8.
The study also said the only other state not to raise
their higher education spending was Vermont where
expenditures remained level.
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•Ford takes UMO'straw poll'
continued from page 1

supporting him in large numbers.
UMO Republicans cast 83.4 per cent of
their votes for Ford, while 10.5 per cent of
the Republican vote went to Carter.
Democratic voters, on the other hand, gave
Carter 58.3 per cent of the vote, and Ford,
30.5 per cent.
The Independents proved to be the key
to Ford's victory in the straw poll, casting
386 votes, or 56.2 per cent of the
Independent vote for Ford. Carter picked
up 194 votes among the independents, 28.2
per cent of the total.
Eugene McCarthy's support was strongest among the independents, from whom
he picked up 7.1 per cent of the total.

Democrats and Republicans voted for
McCarthy in lesser numbers, casting 3.9
per cent and 2.3 per cent of their votes for
him, respectively.
Benjamin Bubar's support was also
strongest among the Independents. Bubar
picked up nine of his ten votes there.
In the U.S. Senate race, party affiliations
held true once again. Democrats supported Senator Muskie in this race by 84.2 per
cent, while 12.3 per cent went to Monks.
Republicans supported Monks, but by a
lesser margin, giving him 53.2 per cent of
their votes, and casting 58.9 per cent to
Muskie.
Independent voters also rallied strongly
behind Muskie—by a 59.2 per cent to 28.4

Lily Thom/in coining to LMO
Boogie Woman."
The concert is being presented by the
MUAB board of the Student Government.
Performances are scheduled at 7 & 10 pm
on Saturday evening with a Sunday matinee
at 2 pm. Tickets for the general public are
priced at $4.50 evening and $3.50 matinee.
and can be ordered by sending check and
self addressed stamped envelope to mum;
UMO. 04473. A phone number should be
included. and no orders will be accepted
idler November 3rd. Indicate first and
second choice of performance.

Lily Tomlin,former star of T.V.'s "Laugh
In" as well as many of her own televisior
specials. will be appearing in concert on
Saturday and Sunday, November 6 and 7, in
the University of Maine at Orono's Hauck
Auditorium.
Miss Tomlin. who received an Academy
Award Nomination for the film "Nashville".
is most famous for her characterizations of
such "normal everyday people" as Edith
Ann..Ernestine and Susie Sorority. In her
UMO concert, she may also introduce a test
of her latest characters including Vierdre
i) •iiobit)) il)11% reporter). and — Sister
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Attention Entertainers:
If you're interested in performing
in the BEAR'S DEN or DAMN YANKEE PUB,
Michael Litwinowich
contact:
c/o 202 No. Estabrooke
UMO
or

per cent margin. This was a turnabout of
the presidential vote which saw the
Independents rally strongly behind a
Republican.
In Maine's second district congressional
race, support for Congressman Bill Cohen
was widespread across party lines.
On the Republican side. Cohen picked
up SiS per cent of the vote, while Cooney
and Kaye received only 1.5 per cent each.
Cohen's smallest percentage of the vote
came from the Independents, however, the
undecided vote far outnumbered the total
votes gathered by either of Cohen's two
opponents. In this category, 21.3 per cent
of the voters were undecided, while 7.3 per
cent supported Cooney and 6.4 per cent
cast their votes for Kaye.
Cooney's strongest support, predictably,
came among the Democrats, where he
picked up 17.1 per cent of the vote. Here
too, however, Cohen was overpowering,
cornering 73 per cent of thc votes cast by
Democrats.

Finally. UMO students rallied behind
the passage of Maine's upcoming bottle
bill referendum regardless of party affilSupport for the bottle bill's
iations.
approval was lowest among the Republicans, but only by a small margin.
Republicans cast 67.2 per cent of their
votes in favor the bottle bill's passage,
while both Democrats and Independents
cast slightly more than 72 per cent each of
their votes in the "yes" category.

5000 pair of
Athletic footwear
in stock

DICK DA VIES

Shoes tor jogging

advertisement

WHY SHOULD YOU
RE-ELECT STATE
REPRESENTATIVE

DICK DAVIES ?
LOOK AT
,THE RECORD!,
SPEARHEADED
EFFORTS WHICH LED
TO THE DECRIMINALIZATION OF
MARIJUANA IN MAINE

VOTE NOV. 2,
8AM-8PM
NEWMAN CENTER
"ONE GOOD TERM
DESERVES ANOTHER."

traCh, tennis.

basketball. football soccer. wrestling
By Adidas•BATA•Converse*Puma•
Hyde•Spot 13,1t•Nike•Tiger•Brooks

A.J.GOLDSMITH

paid by committee to elect Davies

Michael Cressey

866-2189 between 5130-6:30

p.m.
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Quik Pic Foodland
153 Park St., Orono

-

Now We Have It All .1!

DEPENDABILITY
THIS HOTPOINT WASHER IS
DESIGNED & BUILT FOR YEARS OF
DEPENDABLE PERFORMANCE!
WCABLE SUSPENSION SYSTEM
wovides balanced load control

Agency Liquor Store

21SMOOTH PORCELAIN FINISH
TUB, BASKET & LID

Prices same as State Liquor
Store- Hours Longer

TURBINE WATER PUMP
constant flow, corrosion resistant

TRANSMISSION & MOTOR
built to handle large or small loads

nITTK plc
FOODLAND
-110101111111MIC

-AGENCY
LIQJOR STORE
......1411•Awarow

Pt US THESE TOTAL-VALUE

HOTPOINT FEATURES:
6 Vane agitator 2-Speed clutch
11] Self levelingrear legs 5 Wash
temperatures L 3 Water ievei selections
11 Permanent-press/ poiy knit and cold
water wash cycles

It's Landry's for Laundry
4•

I he areas largest beverage outlet nas:
Hard Liquors

Fortified Wines
Table Wine
Complete tap rentals

Beer by 6 pack, case
or barrel
Meat and Produce,
Groceries

Drive or walk. We're conveniently located on Park St.. Orono,
and we're open 365 days a year
Our State law permit allows us to sell until midnight
Monday thru Saturday

Hours:
Sun thru Wed.-8 am toll pm
Thurs thru Sat-8am to 12 pm
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Children 's Prt
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Minolta-201 b
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Record Wareh
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good only thri

Men's Wear - Sporting Goods
10 North Main St., Old Town

581-7381

The Maine

Model
W1W2300

CUSTOMER CAM
..EVERYWRERE

QUANTITY LIMITED-FOR CHOICE SELECTIONS COME EARLY'

LANDRY'S INC.
46 Center Street, Brewer

Phone: 989-3850

AtI andry's we believe its the service after the sale that counts
be sure and call us for any of your major appliance needs

FOR SALE: G
Cheap. See t)
Two trailers to
827-5504
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HALLOWEEN PARTY for children between the ages of three and nine in the
Damn Yankee Room of the Memorial
Union. The party will begin at 1:30 p.m.
and last until 3:30 p.m., Saturday. Oct. 30.
Children are invited to wear costumes.
Food and entertainment will be provided.
The party is sponsored by the Maine
Student Action Corps' Big Sister and
Children 's Programs; and by Maine PIRG.
All area children in the three to nine age
bracket are invited.
HALLOWEEN ROAD RALLY: The University of Maine Motor Club is presenting
a road rally Sat.. Oct. 30. Registration is c•
12 p.m. at the steam plant parking lot.
First car leaves at 1 p.m. All that is needed
is a motor vehicle (car, van, truck) and a
driver and navigator.
For further
information contact Bill 581-7761.

WOMEN IN SCIENCE. Hauck Auditorium, all day Friday and Saturday.

WEAVING DISPLAYS: Daily at the "Hole
in the Wall Gallery," Memorial Union,
beginning Nov. 1.
GYMNASTICS EXHIBITION at the Bangor
Auditorium on Saturday, Oct. 30 at 7:30
p.m. the Springfield College gymnastics
team will be performing
MEETING of the Student Recreation and
Parks Society will be held on Tues., Nov. 2
at 7 p.m. in the FFA Room of the Memorial
Union. All recreation majors in both
Education and LS&A should attend.
APPLICATIONS for the 1977 Congressional Internship Program must be
submitted by Nov. 1 to Room 27, North
Stevens Hall at the Political Science
Department. The program is open to all
UMO juniors and seniors.

W1LDE-STEIN CLUB. International
Lounge, Memorial Union. 7 p.m. Friday.

acrol2n32w=Kmimplocz-)p qa_
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FRIDAY
"Ryan's Daughter," starring Sarah Miles,
Robert Mitchum. and John Mills. Hauck,
6:30 and 9:45 p.m.
SATURDAY

DAILY DEVOTIONAL: 11:55-12:05 every
weekday in the Drummond Chapel in the
Union.

"Black Christmas", starring Olivia
Hussey. Hauck. 7 and 9:30 p.m.
SUNDAY

SEMINAR:"Doing the Right Thing for the
Right Reason", presented by Prof. Hugh
Baird of Brigham University. Dr. Baird will
discuss evaluating students to improve
instruction. The seminar will be held in the
FFA Room of the Memorial Union from
1:30-3:00 p.m. All interested faculty. staff
and students are invited.
, advertisement

"The Wizard of Oz", starring Judy
Garland. Hauck, 7:15 p.m. Those wearing
costumes will be allowed in free.
Hitchcock Film Festival. "North by
Northwest." starring Gary Grant, Eva
Marie Saint and Mt. Rushmore. 1 and 3:30
p.m. Nutting Hall.

political advertisement
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FOR SALE Complete cameia outfit (new)
Minolta-201 body. 50 mm Rokkor-X 135 mm
Telephoto, 35m W A —$300 or best offer.
Call Jim at 7217

If

WORKSHOP/DIALOGUE: Sundays at
6:30 p.m. at the MCA Center.

riLat

Stuart James Georgitis Cares

PV

ACADEMIC RESEARCH PAPERS Thou
sands on tile Send $1 00 for your 192-nage
mail order catalog 11322 Idaho Ave 4206H
1213) 477 8474

WORKSHOP IN PHO I OGRAPHN I he
second section of this workshop wiII begin
Tuesday. Nov. 2 at 7 p.m. in Classroom B of
the Union. The section deals with
Composition. Printing Techniques. and
Introductory Studio Lighting. Those
interested should register in advance in the
MUAB office in the Union.

r
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J V Basketball Manager needed
coach Gavett at Memorial Gym

Contact

Record Warehouse coupon in Oct 22 Maine
Campus omitted the expiration date Offer
good only through Oct 29

RATES Classified advertisements are 10
cents per wori.:. per issue, payable in advance
Personal advertisements are 5 cents per word
FOR SALE. Gannett and inhabitants. Real
per issue, payable in advance 50 Cents
Cheap. See anyone in Cumberland.
MiniMUM Advertisements that sell solicit Or
are
used for any business purposes are NOT
Two trailers for rent. Wadleighs Trailer Park
personal ads
827-5504
El 01.
•
OO
•
U93
(wt. .1. mIst.1.1
. .1
Jr,

75,3

Loudon Wainwright
Trent Arterberry
0
0
0
0

000
0

Char Soloman
Nov. 3
7 & 9:30
in
Hauck Auditorium
-.NNW

••••••

•••••

4•1m.

Shakti
with
John McLaughlin
also
Jan Hammer Group
Wed. Nov. 10
Memorial Gym
sponsored by Student Gov't Concert Comm.
for ticket information
call 581-7801

District 77 is a special and very individual
House District. It contains Orono residents as
well as students living at U.M.O. Therefore a
special person, who can work for the interests of
all the constituents, is needed to represent
these people.
Stu Georgitis is a lifelong resident of Orono
and a student in Life Science and Agriculture at
U.M.O. He knows the people and he knows the
problems facing them. Stu will give the voice of
the people priority over professional lobby, over
the Student Government, over either political
party, and over all special interest groups.
"I'm willing to take the Spring semester off
in order to undertake the job of representive on
a full time basis. I will continue knocking on
your doors and visiting students in the
dormitories because it's high time we had a
representative who cares about all the people in
this dictrict."
Vote on Nov. 2nd
Vote for a hard working young man with a lot of common sense.

StuartJames Georgitis
for REPRESENTATIVE
Paid for by the Candidate.
Stuart James Georgitis
144 College Ave.. Orono. Me. 04473
political advertise- p, •

Political advertisement
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Budget cut eliminates BCC baseball program
BY JOHN DIAMOND

Bangor Community College has had it's
baseball team eliminated, not through
losing a game in a tournament, but through
something commonly called "the budget
crisis".
Members of the BCC student body have
expressed displeasure with the elimination
of intercollegiate baseball because of a cut
in the Athletic Department budget. Harold
Westerman, director of Physical Education
and Aililetit.s for the Unisersity of Maine at
Orono and BCC, said he made the decision
last spring to drop the baseball program at
BCC after he was informed of a $75,000
reduction in his budget for this school year.
Westerman said he decided to drop the
baseball program because BCC "lacked
the facilities, the interest, and the schedule
necessary" to compete in intercollegiate
baseball. He pointed out that almost all of
BCC's competitors have dropped spring
baseball, and the difficulty finding teams
to play influenced his decision. "There
isn't any semblance of a league," he said.
BCC students are ineligible to participate
in varsity sports at UMO because they are
enrolled as degree candidates from the
Bangor college. Students living at BCC but
enrolled as students at UMO do have the
right to play for UMO teams. Also. two-year
students at Orono are eligible to play only
for BCC. Because baseball has been
dropped at that school, basketball is the
only varsity sport offered at BCC.
logical choice. "The facilities are already
there, and the interest is there. BCC
doesn't even have a (baseball) field, and
the funds aren't there to make one. The
university can only sponsor so many
intercollegiate sports."
"I think the key is that just because there
are 15-20 people who want to play doesn't
mean the university has to supply the
funds." Westerman said.
Robert Wallace, coordinator of Physical
Education and baseball coach for BCC,
said he believes there is a need for a
baseball team and the interest to support
one.
"We usually have about 30 people trying
out for the team," he said, "and that's
about tie sz me percentage of students that
try out at other schools." He added the
cost of having a baseball program this year
would have been "about $1000".
Some people have criticized Westerman
for the cut, claiming he did not make tit(
decision public. Westerman said he mad(
the decision known to BCC faculty last
spring when he met with them.
BCC Student Senate President Jim
Belmont said he was never told of the
decisicn, but found out when he was
investigating rumors about it. He said he
talked with Westerman about "the
possibility" of the cut. He also said he
pres.mted Westerman with a petition signed
by 300 persons, "and all Westerman said
waf., he was thinking about cutting it,
ncv.hing definite." Belmont said he did not
find out about the definite cut until
September.
Belmont feels another varsity team,
particularly baseball, is necessary to
improve what he sees as a problem. getting
students involved in campus life.
"One of our strongest selling points,"
he said, "is activities like sports to get the
commuters involved." According to the
registrar's office, almost half of BCC's
students commute. "Without things like
sports, we have a hard time getting them to
come back to campus."
Wallace, like Belmont, said he was never
told "definitely" whether or not there
would be a baseball program until
September, when he called Westerman to
make plans for a fall baseball program
According to Wallace, it was at this time he
was told there definitely would not be a
team. "We were in the process of getting
a full schedule," he said. "We had a
chance to get into the 'Maine Small College
Conference' with three or four other
schools. We wanted to play in the fall
because we could play each team three or
four times, and the weather would be
good."
Westerman said Wallace knew "without
question" in the spring there would not be

a baseball program for this year. He added
that he knew nothing about Wallace's
plans for a fall baseball program. stating
"he did it on his own."
The main concern of all parties involved
is whether the demand for varsity sports
for BCC is being met. All agree that
varsity sports are a necessary part of
:ollege life, whether a person is a spectator
or a participant. Westerman stated that on
a limited budget, one varsity sports team
would suffice "for a college of three or four
hundred students," while Wallace and
Belmont said the demand is larger than
Westerman realized.
A check of enrollment at BCC supports
the arguments of Wallace and Belmont.
According to John Collins, registrar of
UMO, there are 966 students enrolled in
two-year programs, and 298 more two-year
UMO students, making a total of 1264
students eligible to participate in varsity
sports for BCC. According to Wallace,
twelve students, male and female, are
chosen for the basketball team, a "severe"
restriction on those wishing to participate.
Westerman said one of the reasons for
discontinuing a sports program is a
decrease in the level of competition.
"There's got to be somebody on their level

to play," he said, stressing his objection to
a varsity team playing high school and prep
school teams.
"We can only finance the sports which
have the main ingredients for intercol"A
legiate competition," he said.
competitive schedule, spectator interest,
and facilities." If BCC can come up with a
schedule and interest, we can work
something out."
When asked where the money would
come from to finance the team should the
department resume the program,
Westerman said it would come out of
revenue generated by other sports.
Westerman countered the complaints
that some teams at UMO get "special
treatment" while other programs suffer.
"Teams like the football and basketball
teams take care of a lot of their own
expenses through admission fees. Baseball (at BCC) did not. You can't treat all
sports equally, because they're not."
Wallace said he feels his players would
be willing to help support a baseball
program through fund-raising efforts, even
though he feels-they shouldn't have to. He
does believe the willingness of his team to
do so shows there is interest in the
program.

"It's not a question of whether there are
playing,"
students interested in
Westerman rebuked. "Look at rugby or
lacrosse. They have fine teams and a lot of
interest, but there's more to it than that.
We can only sponsor so much. You have to
have priorities.
"They are a two-year institution, and
their competition has to be at that level,"
Westerman added, "and not too many
other two-year schools have the teams and
facilities, except for basketball."
While Westerman prefers a fall season,
neither he nor Wallace have ruled out
spring baseball for this year. The problem
with playing in the spring, according to
Westerman, is finding competitive teams
to play. Wallace, however, feels he could
find other competitive teams (although not
necessarily from other two-year colleges)
to play in the spring, but weather would
limit the schedule.
Westerman said he will not "turn a deaf
ear to the situation", and if it seems
interest in a program is evident, and if a
proper schedule can be developed, "we'll
do what we can. But as time passes." he
said. "that doesn't seem to be the case."
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UMO's student flight highest in September, October
1Y JIM SLOAN

More University of Maine at Orono
students quit school during September
and October than at any other time of the
academic year according to statistics
compiled by the Registrar's Office and the
Office of Student Affairs. The statistics
also show that many students who are
withdrawing do so because they are
dissatisfied with school.
Although the numbers of withdrawals
has never been greater than three per cent
of the total student body in any one year
since 1972, dropouts are of concern to the
university administration.
Each year the Registrar's Office and the
Office of Student Affairs records each

student withdrawal and compiles the
figures into tables which detail the erosion
of UMO's student enrollment. Each withdrawal is recorded according to the
students colleges, and the other one
documents their reasons for leaving.
According to the tables compiled from
1972 to 1975, withdrawing students most
often had 'personal reasons' for leaving
UMO although a large percentage were
'dissatisfied with school.' Many dropouts
also have academic, financial and medical
reasons for leaving school.
"Some of these reasons are of interest to
the university," said Dwight Rideout, dean
of student affairs. "IF we see that some
problems are cropping up, we could

develop some program or activity to try to
ease them."
In many cases Rideout has gone to the
Department of Residential Life, the
academic dean or to the president about
student problems and complaints "where
the student thought the university's
structure was too rigid or the bureaucracy
too great." This kind of student input,
Rideout added, "often helped ease the
problems."
Rideout noted one policy change resulting from this type of student input was
President Howard Neville's recent decision
to allow freshmen to live off campus.
The Office of Student Affairs also makes
a record of the withdrawing student's

lifestyle, his grade point average at the
time of withdrawal and his year in school
From the records kept from 1969-73,
several graphs were constructed and
certain trends were noticeable during that
time.
—Far more freshmen dropped out than
from any other class. The percentage of
dropouts decreased from each successive
class.
— The higher a student's grade point
average, the less likely he was to drop out.
The highest drop out rate occurred among
students with an average of 2.0 or less.
—There were more withdrawals during the
fall semester than in the sprina.
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editorial
Some choices for '76:
'Nobody'...
It seems the electorate is abound with an
unusually high percentage of skeptics this year.
The number still undecided this late in ihe
campaign is high. 15 per cent according to one
recent poll. The debates, which were supposed
to reduce this confusion have only increased it
for some.
In California (it could only happen in
California) there is even a movement underway
to elect the "Nobody" candidate, and to prove
his her strength, 6,000 supporters recently
gathered to hear a speech by "Nobody".
Presumeably "Nobody" would not have a
platform, would have very little to say at the
debates, and would not worry his supporters
with careless blunders; he wouldn't trip over
curbs or lust after Barbara Walters.
It's a silly idea but at least it symbolizes a
certain dissatisfaction with the candidates. And

Wi

unfortunately it's the kind of climate that
persuades many potential voters to remain at
home, in front of their TV's, with their martinis
and an apathy chaser.
The choice might not be so difficult with
proper investigation into the candidates.
Unfortunately there are those who tend to judge
them superficially, with emphasis on good looks,
humor, and (especially) charisma, instead of
policy.
Charisma is apparently what Carter and Ford
lack. Those who watched the debates may have
sat back waiting for some hint, some fleeting
moment of charisma to jump out at them from
either men. Maybe they wanted another
Kennedy to emerge, a repeat of 1960.
It didn't happen though and the two major
candidates this year are considered relatively
lackluster.

Bloopers

...Carter
Carter does have an edge though. While he,
like Ford, may not be dynamic, he, unlike Ford, is
an activist. And activism should be more
beneficial to a depressed economy than the
benign Ford presidency. Ford has overused the
veto and not to its greatest advantage; the
economy has made few advances,
unemployment is still high, as is inflation.
The Democratic nominee seems more aware
of our "unused" potential. His presidency
promises a more liberal approach, while Ford is
satisfied to stick with his existing, slow-moving
economic policies. Carter wants to try for
something better, to take a risk.
He also seems to have a more
"compassionate" - his word - sentiment toward
the genuine needs of the populace. His interest
in civil rights and the environment is more
pronounced than Ford's whose voting record has
not shown an adequate concern for either.
During the campaign, both men have made
mistakes. Carter's interview with Playboy,
controvrsial yet refeshingly honest, was

considered by h is staff has greatest mistake.
Ford's statement concerning Eastern European
countries may have been his. Both mistakes
seem to have had a balancing effect upon the
voters according to a Time poll.
But Ford has had more time - two years to
show his other weaknesses in his credibility.
And the controversy over his campaign finances
as a congressman and his golf dates with
lobbyists are reminiscent of a previous
administration. And then there is Ford's pardon
of that previous administrator, which now and
forever was an unexcusable act.
Whether Ford or Carter wins will largely
depend on the kind of risks the electorate is
willing to take too. The incumbent, the tried,
traditionally has the advantage. The untried
possess the most questions. And the greatest of
those questions is "Which fear is greater, that of
the unknown, Carter, or the Known, Ford?"
Given Ford's past record, I think Jimmy Carter is
worth the risk.

JJP

...or Ford
Classifying all Republicans as liars and thieves
because of the behavior of one man is as absurd
as saying all Democrats have big teeth and eat
peanut%. And that's why I'm voting for President
Ford or November second. Ford has done an
admirable job in bringing this country out of the
era of Watergate and the national government
back to some semblance of normalcy.
For a man who was thrown into an office
pligh4ed with dishonesty and blunder, Ford
learr ed to tread softly while still managing to
push for the progams he felt would benefit the
country. And again, he did an admirable job.
His WIN campaign and the legislation that
resulted from it were exremely helpful to the
economy. The end result caused inflation to be
pushed back and an estimated four million jobs
added in the last 18 months.
So, big deal the man falls down airplane
ramps. If I wanted an extremely coordinated
man I would vote for Bruce Jenner. The man I
want running the White House is a person who
has experience in naitonal affairs and who has
'enough tact and decency to communicate the
policies and programs of the United States

Ford is an advocate of fewer government
programs, less government spending and a
return to states rights. I just don't understand
how Mr. Ford's opponent can support and
suggest all the new and varied programs he has
been spewing about the country without an
increase in taxes and government spending.
Ford has proven his ability to raise the Gross
National Product of the country. What has Carter
proved to the country be-ides his inexperience
in foreign and domestic affairs?
As a voter, I can see no reason why I should
change the leadership in the White House simply
for someone who is "new." We have a man who
is experienced, honest, and an advocate of less
spending on one hand, and another who is
inexperienced in national affairs, a big grinner
for the cameras but a hedger when it comes to
relevant issues and an advocate of new, better
and bigger government programs on the other
hand.
In my opinion, President Ford can be the only
logical choice for the office which he already
holds. I refuse to vote experience out just for the
sake of changing parties.
CAR
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"One,two, three..."
"What are you doing, Joe?"
"I'm counting up the bloopers Ford made, and
the bloopers Carter made,five, six..."
"Why are you doing that?"
"How else am I going to know who to vote for,
stupid?"
"Well, what about the issues?"
"Wfiat issues?"
"You know - taxes, budgets, jobs„,"
"Peanuts, pardons, ya I know, but that stuff's
just crap. Can't trust those guys, they'll soy
anything for a vote.
"You've got to know the real people behind
the candidate. You've got to know who's going
to trip on his shoe lace when he meets the
Queen of England and who's going to look at her
with lust in his heart. I guess you just don't read
the newspapers Bill."
"Well, I just kind of thought maybe things like
detente and inflation were sort of important..."
"Stupid. I bet you never even thought to ask if
Ford's secretary could type or not?"
"No, I guess..."
"It's the bloopers, Bill. Got to listen carefully
for the bloopers, cause they make or break the
man. Would you vote for a guy who asked for a
Syrian sandwich while lunching in Tel Aviv?"
"I don't understand the..."
"Of course not. Here, help me count these, you
take Ford's, I'll take Carter's, seven, eight..."

' Davies for UMO
Dick Davies is running for re-election to the
Maine House of Representatives. After two
years in the House, Davies has the experience
to translate ideas into results. After a number of
years in the Orono community (he has both
undergraduate and graduate degrees from UMO
and he's working on another master's) he knows
the town and he knows the university and all its
problems.
Davies' record is impressive. He fought for the
legalization of hitch-hiking. He fought to keep
the drinking age at 18. He fought to
decriminalize marijuana.
And most importantly, he's fought the tough
battle for the University of Maine in its quests for
money. Davies' stance towards the university's
future seems slightly more realistic, or at least
desireable, than that of opponent Stu Georgitis,
who favors abolishing the Super-U system
altogether. There may be some merit in this
proposal, but the fact remains that UMO might
lose out to the University of Maine at
Portland-Gorham if the Super-U were abolished.
Therfore, Davies' stance seems more realistic on
the Super-U issue. Review the university, like he
advocates, but let's not tear down the entire
system quite yet.
All in all, then, Davies appears to be the man
who has the most to offer to UMO students, both
from the experience angle, and from the "what's
best for the university" angle. As Davies has
been saying in his campaign literature,"One
good term deserves another." We'll agree.
As for the District 26 Maine Senate race, the
one that affects UMO,the jury is still out.
Incumbent Ted Curtis, granted, has served the
Orono area as an elected state official for six
years. He's well-liked in the district and he's
sponsored a number of university related bills.
But Democratic chellenger Tom Caruso likewise
has much to offer UMO. He sees the problems of
the university and he appears to be one to offer
constructive criticisms and viable solutions.
That's an exceedingly rare trait today, especially
in Maine politics.
So both candidates potentially have much to
offer to the UMO community. It's a tough choice
to make. And we'll leave it up to you. But please
get out and vote.

Kill
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LETTERS
Why he 'walked out'
To the Editor:
I am writing in response to Jamie Eves'
letter to the editor in the Oct. 26 edition of
the "Campus". As the senator v•-rho walked
out I feel there are some interjections I
should make as to my reasons for doing so.
First of all, I feel as strongly as Jamie
does concerning a senator doing his job.
That is why last Thursday. the day
following the meeting, I wrote a newsletter
to my fellow senators entitled, "Investigate! Listen! Think! and then Vote!". In
this newsletter I expressed my reasons for
leaving the meeting at 8:30 and urged my
fellow senators to become aware of this
issue as well as other issues. The
newsletter read in Part. "My reasons for
this action were: I. my lack of knowledge
on the issue and 2. my lack of knowledge in
as far as how my constituency felt
regarding this subject. My action gave me
a week to perform my duty as a senator.
the duty to investigate, listen. think and
then vote on the issue. I URGE YOU as
senators to do the same."
At first I thought my action was a bit
harsh. Mark Schneider, editor of the
"Student Paper", claimed that without the
funding he would not be able to put out the
upcoming edition. NOT TRUE! Mark's
paper is coming out this Friday becauselhe
somehow managed to come up with the
funding.
I said that I thought at one time that my
action was a bit harsh. Some other tactors
have changed my mind about this.
Jamie was right in saying I believed that
the motion to fund the paper would have
passed, however, he wa3 wrong in placing
me with that faction. I contend that my
view of the bill was unsettled at the time
and my action only prohibited a vote from

Bottle bill not the answer?

being taken. I was convinced that neither I
nor the 27 absent senators were ready to
vote on the bill. In fact, most of the 27
"absent at 8:30" senators left only after
Senator Bob Small's resolution to table the
issue was defeated by the GSS, by a
two-vote margin.
This led me to believe that those people
not present were not ready to vote on the
measure.
But my most important reason for taking
the action I did, was the fact that the right
to call quorum is part of the constitution for
a reason. It's not for political use but as a
concern for fairness to the people
represented by the body. I don't feel that
any bill should be passed unless a 'good'
majority of senators are there to vote on the
bill. When I called a quorum only 28 out of
54 senators were present. I'll be damned if
I could find it within myself to allow a vote
with so few people present.
Also, I was not sure that if the vote were
taken it would reflect the views of the GSS
as a whole--or at all! Therefore, I
performed my "dirty politics".
In conclusion. I don't feel my fellow
senators are at the low, despicable stage
Jamie claims they are. We are a new group
of people learning the ropes of thc GSS I
think we, as a whole, will prove valuable,
with the help of our constituencies. So
students, I suggest instead of blasting your
senator as Jamie Eves suggested, aid
him/her in making the right' decisions.
Oh yes, Jamie, my action, regardless of
the attendance, would have had and does
have meaning.

Randy Reil
HHH-Oak

Unionization talks 'sidetracked'
To the Editor:
I have followed with decreasing interest
the series of exchanges between
Professor Pliskoff and his pro-union
opponents concerning the merits of faculty
unionization. Professor Pliskoff has raised
some general issues of importance while
his critics have tried to focus discussion on
details of AFUM/MTA policy. As a result,
the focus has been sidetracked from
important questions concerning the pros
and cons of faculty unionization to
irrelevant questions concerning, e.g., the
tenuring of kindergarten teachers. At the
risk of myself being accused of misunderstanding the details of the intricate AFUM
policy. I would like to point out a general
theme that runs through the pro-union
letters.
Dr. Doty, in his October 19 letter, holds
that AFUM wants to "insure a rational
system of hiring, firing, and promotion."
Dr. Hamilton, in his October 12 letter,
argues for a "rational and consistent set of
personnel policies for everyone who works
at similar jobs" and goes on to say that "it
is not fair for teachers in one part of the
place to work under different rules from
those in another." It is not clear whether
Dr. Hamilton means the Super-University
or only the Orono-Bangor campus by "the
place." In either case, I fail to see how the
union would be able to enforce a consistent
set of policies for hiring, firing, and
promotion without bringing on disastrous
consequences for the university. The
reason is that the quality of the different
campuses--and of the different units of the
Orono-Bangor
campus
differ
dramatically. At present, people are
tenured in some departments who would
probably not even be hired in others.
Imposition of uniform standards would
lead to two possibilities: Standards could
be raised to those now used in the better
departments. In this case, though, the
hopes for promotion and tenure of
mediocre individuals in the poorer depart-

ments would be dashed. This would
certainly improve the quality of faculty but
I rather doubt that it is what the union has
in mind.
The other possibility would be to lower
standards to those of the worst campuses
or departments. In this case, the better
departments or campuses would presumably be forced to promote, and perhaps
even hire, individuals they now deem
incompetent. This would obviously have a
disastrous effect on faculty quality and is
thus not really in the best interests of
anyone. It seems, though, to be the goal of
the unions.
I say this on the basis of the "parables"
in the various propaganda sheets distributed by MTA and AAUP. These parables
typically concern an administration that.
for dark, unfathomable, and arbitrary
reasons, decides to fire or not promote a
faculty member who, incidentally, has
never published anything or has otherwise
performed inadequately. AAUP or a
cognate union then valiantly secures the
rehiring or promotion of the person in
question. I am afraid that I am not won
over by these parables, since as far as I can
tell from reading the facts given, the
per3on should in most cases have been
fired or denied tenure. Presumably, faculty
unions take special pride in fostering
mediocrity. They say that they are working
for "due process," "rational systems,"
"consistency," and "fairness," but these
seem in reality to be code words for
mediocrity and the deplorable goal of
maximum pay for minimum work. The
absence of any parables concerning faculty
unions working to maintain--let alone
raise--standards reinforces this conclusion.
It is on the basis of issues of this sort that
we should decide whether we want a
faculty union.
Colin Martindale
Associate Professor

To the Editor:
There has been much controversy
recently over the so called "Bottle B111".
The people of Maine demand that total
litter be reduced and that we have solid
waste management so that our scarce
resources may be utilizcd efficiently. Well,
I feel exactly the same way; however, the
"Bottle Bill" will not reduce total litter,
only one component of that: namely,
beverage cans and bottles. It does not say
anything about all the paper, tobacco
products, newspapers, toiletries, drugstore
sundries, or other such litter that is seen on
highways and dumps. it doesn't even set
up recycling centers. All it says is that
there will be a minimum 5 cents deposit on
returnable bottles and cans. But don't let
that fool you either. The bottles and cans
are not refillable or reusable, merely
returnable.
The Maine Model Litter Control Act does
what the Bottle Bill fails to do: to reduce
total litter, establish recycling, resource
recovery, research and developrn_ent, solid
waste management. and education. It does
this at a much lower cost: $400,000
compared to $10.5 million with the Bottle
Bill.

Look at the refuse on the sides of the
highways. Not just bottles and cans, but
everything. The Litter Control Act will
reduce all this litter by 60 per cent
compared to only 33 per cent of total litter
with the Bottle Bill. It has been proven far
superior in Washington State than in either
Vermont or Oregon. It could even be
implemented before Jan. 1. 1978, the date
the Bottle Bill would take effect, if passed.
If you, the residents of the great state of
Maine. truly want reduction of total
litter, then. support the Maine Model Litter
Control Act by first voting NO on the Bottle
Bill. When making that decision, consider
all benefits received from both alternatives. Rationalize objectively, rather than
irresponsively or emotionally. Either vote
on a bill that does a hap-hazard job, or
support thte Maine Model Litter Control
Act. that gets to thte root of the problem.
Think about it.

Mark Dennis
Students Against Forced
Deposits on Cans & Bottles

Letter to the Campus 'unfair'
To the Editor:
I feel the letters concerning student
government in the October 26 issue of the
Campus were particularly unfair. True. I
myself was absent from the meeting
However, it was not explained that a
senator with reason could send a substitute
to represent the senator and the dorm, and
also that the substitute cannot vote. I
personally sent a substitute because I felt
the issues were important and it was
simply impossible for me to attend not
because I did not want to attend.
The fact that there were senators who
had sent subs and or were absent with
reason was not expounded upon. This is
extremely unfair to those senators.Furthermore had I been there I probably would
have followed in Randy Reil's footsteps. It
was not fair to Randy to insinuate he left
because his faction would lose. The day
after the meeting Randy distributed
newsletters to the senators explaining why
he left. It read as follows:
"As senators you have the obligation
to your constituency - as well as your
conscience to vote intelligibly on any
issue that we face at our GSS meetings.
Last Wednesday night I walked out
during the GSS meeting because my

absence created an absence of a quorum.
Without the quorum we were not able to
vote on issues S-5-10-20-76. the allocation of $500 to the Student Paper. My
reasons for this action were 1.) my lack
of knowledge on the issue and 2.) my
lack of knowledge in as far as how my
constituency felt regarding this subject.
My action gave me a week to perform my
duty as a senator, the duty to
investigate, listen, think, and then vote
on the issue.
I URGE YOU as senators to do the
same. Please find out from people what
they think of the paper."
He went on to say:
"This is an important issue because
we expect people to view this as the
voice of Student Gov't. I want and I hope
you also want, our voice to be a true
sentation of our feelings as a group. This
issue is important enough to merit the
time that this will take. . ."
I'm glad Randy did walk out as I feel I
now, too, am enlightened as to how my
constituents feel and will go to the meeting
feeling as if I am doing the job for which I
was elected.
Kim Martin
Senator from Andro

Why are senators absent?
To the Editor:
In response to the article printed in the
October 26th issue of • the Campus,
concerning the absence of senators.
Believe it or not, exams are scheduled for
6:30 p.m. on Wednesday nights.
I am one of those senators who were not
able to attend the meeting of October 20th
because of an exam. But as a senator, I
realize that I have a responsibility to the
people who elected me, and I sent a
substitute in my place. I realize that
substitutes have no vote in the Senate, but
they do have a mouth, ears, and a brain.
They can express their feelings to the dorm
as well as I can.
I feel my responsibility as a senator, and
I realize that I would have to make a
commitment to attend the Senate. I will fill
that commitment to the best of my ability.
But I came to college to get an education,

and I have no intention ot flunking any
exams. It doesn't make much sense.
Exams are not every week anyway.
On the subject of senators not representing their constituencies. Why do you
think that Sen. Randy Reil—HHH—Oak
walked out of that Senate meeting last
week? He can't vote unless he knows how
his constituency feels. That's what senators are for, remember? I have talked to
Randy and I fully Support his actions. I
think that the student body should be
proud of the fact that their senators will act
on what they feel is right and not just talk
about it.
And so Mr. Jamie Eves, before you go
accusing senators of not representing the
people who elected them, why don't you
find out the whole story before you print
your version in the Campus?
Jean White
Androscoggin Hall
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Faculty flight: for some professors UMO is
BY PEGGY GOYETTE

This article was prepared after interviewing 22 professors in 17 departments
and one vice president. Most of them are in
their 30s. Most have positive feelings
about UMO. Some have to qualify their
optimism in one way or another.
How does UMO rate with them? Some
feel this university allows enough academic
freedom for them to pursue their careers in
the ways which they feel most motivated,
James A. Rooney, associate professor of
physics, said that academic freedom is one
reason why he's still here. He did add,
however, that as he is researching
biophysics, which is an interdisciplinary
area, it fits in with UMO's present policy of
pursuing sucn areas.
James D. McCleave, associate professor
of zoology, said he probably couldn't find
another university where he'd have more
freedom. The administration has been
"extremely cooperative" he said, and
allowed him to follow through on his
research of migratory fish.
Assoc. Prof. Robert C. Carroll of French
literature said UMO has supported publication and research, and has allowed him to
travel to give lectures. Assoc. Prof.
Lawrence L. Kazmerski of the electrical
engineering department said "academic
freedom is probably one of the things that
keeps people here."
If some of these people decide to leave,
this implies mobility, which apparently is
more of a reality in the sciences and
business than in some disciplines of liberal
arts such as math, history or English. This
thought was expressed clearly by Asst.
Prof. Robert C. Bayer of animal sciences,
who said the people in life sciences know
they're mobile. "This year is critical." he
said, referring to the legislature. "A
number of people are waiting to see which
way the wind's going to blow."

•Aeadeni ie freedom is
probably one of the
things that keeps
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McCleave responded to this question by
saying mobility does exist for productive
people who have "Good records of
grantsmanship, teaching and research."
Prof. Robert E. Jensen of business
administration said his field is very mobile.
Of 13 assistant professors in his department
at various times from Sept. 1973 to May
1976. 11 have left and been replaced with
three assistant professors and two lecturers.
Of course not all 11 were here at the same
time.
Jensen said the problem stems partly
from UMO not recognizing the market/ / /
/
•44na / / /
/

place. "If you want a school of business.
you have to pay the going rate to hire the
professors," he said. He pointed out the
nationwide growth of business majors is
manifested at UMO by an over 60 per cent
increase of them in the last two years,
bringing the current total to "about 1,000
majors." Non-majors taking some business
courses swell the total to over 2,000
enrollments in various business courses.
Several professors talked about research. Joseph Lerner, associate professor
of biochemistry, said UMO's system for
research through the agricultural experiment station "is an excellent one because
there is continuous funding contingent
upon maintaining a record of accomplishment."
Lerner added that bigger universities,
such as the University of California where
he was on sabbatical leave two years ago.
are more stimulating. But the pressure for
research is enormous there, and the
"Competition is so cutthroat that young
people really don't have a chance to get
started," he said.
Ray B. Owen, Jr., assoeiate professor of
wildlife, feels the funding for research in
his discipline is excellent and that there is
good rapport with federal and state
agencies. "Maine is strong in wildlife," he
said, adding that this lends itself to a high
selection process and the students accepted into the program tend to be very good.
Owen himself is especially interested in
wildlife ecology and said the number of
ecologists is large for a campus this size.
"And they're good people," he said. "This
is the group that has resisted leaving so
far, but should these people leave, the
university would suffer." He mentioned
the importance of keeping key people in
the supporting areas such as botany,
animal sciences and soil science.
John H. Dearborn, professor of zoology
and oceanography, feels that in his ten
years here, UMO has become more of what
a university should be: teaching, research
and public service. He cited an increase in
equipment and a greater encouragement
by some of the administration to get
research grants as positive factors.
Addressing the question of morale, he
said, "In any profession there are key
people who are worth their weight in gold.
When you lose one of them," he
continued. "you may replace them on
paper but the aura they created is gone.•'
He refers to their ability to interact with
students, generate enthusiasm and pull in
research money.
Bayer had some trouble generating
support for his research projects. After
three years he almost gave up and left, as
he had an option to take a position at
another university where the facilities and
salaries are better, he said. But his
continued pushing for research support
finally yielded results and he now has Sea
Grant funds, as well as funds from the
experiment station. With two graduate
assistants. Bayer is researching poultry
/
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Regarding salary, all agreed UMO has a
low pay scale. But some professors feel
they have plenty of other things to think
about. Assoc. Prof. Dwayne Van Rheenen.
chairman of the speech department, said
his department is busy handling the
increased student enrollment without the
part-time instructors they used to have. He
said every department in liberal arts has a
chance to get things through incentive
budgeting. depending on the 5-year plans
they submit to the College of Arts and
Sciences
Bruce Nicholson, associate professor of
microbiology, said "most faculty members
have probably -already made the decision
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Several others interviewed had considered leaving last year. McCleave said
when it looked like nobody would get a
raise even though some felt they had
knocked themselves out doing good work,
he got discouraged, as did some newer
staff members. "But I was committted to
a project and didn't feel I could leave right
then," he said. And salary increases finally
did come through.
Thomas Duchesneau, associate professor of economics, also had an opportunity
last year to go for a better salary
elsewhere. But he didn't dare leave the
40-month research program he's involved
with. Funded by the National Science
Foundation, it is a study to determine the
rate at which factors influence the
variables when firms try to adopt new
technology.
The project is scheduled to end next
September and UMO gets 40 per cent
overhead. There's been a problem, however, in that the research requires UMO
computer time and the computer center
has trouble meeting deadlines, which has
hurt UMO's reputation already. according
to Dushesneau. He understands the
center's priorities for research are low
because the students need time in
programming. But he added that the
research program is in a sense, "Locked
into the UMO computer center" and he
cannot run the program elesewhere.
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'Most faculty members
have probably already
made the decision that
in academia they wouldn't
make big money.'

that in academia they wouldn't make big
money." He added, however, that each
person has a level beyond which he'll
tolerate no more. He said many professors
take a cut in pay to come to UMO because
they want to get away from the urban
scene. "We've got people who have a
choice," he said, adding they are being
taken advantage of when the salary gap
between UMO and other schools keeps
widening.
Prof. Abul M. Huq of economics is one of
those who took a cut in pay to come here
eight years ago. He has since considered a
position which was professionally "very
challenging" and "Financially hetter," he
said, but felt the "opportunity costs of
leaving UMO are still greater than the
anticipated benefits." "If you stay in a
place several years, you begin to develop
loyalty and a sense of commitment." he
said.
He added he and his wife are very fond
of the people and the state of Maine, and
he is hopeful and optimistic the people will
not let the university down. On the other
hand, he expressed concern about the
morale of some of the others because he
believes the.economic factors do matter.
According to Harold W. Borns. Jr.,
professor of geology and quaternary
studies. "Having a lot of dissatisfied
people does affect the intellectual atmosphere of a university." But Borns doesn't
dwell on that because he'd rather spend his
time doing a bit to help make UMO a
better place. In his 21 years here, he has
helped develop the Institute for Quaternary
Studies which is unique in the U.S. in that
it studies the Ice Age in relation to present.
The institute combines efforts with
people in other disciplines such as
archaeology. Borns himself has had some
very tempting offers to go elsewhere but he
couldn't quite decide to leave his "excellent colleagues" and the projects he's
shared with them. "Happiness is due in
part to the cohesiveness of a department
and its ability to carry out its goals," he
said. Several others also cited -the
importance of having a good department
where personalities and interests blend.
Rooney said his department has lots of
energetic people and a chairman who is
very encouraging. "Of the 930 schools in
the U.S. that offer degrees in physics, we
are 40th in the number of majors we
graduate,' he said, adding that UMO also
has the only accredited program cf
engineering physics in New England. The
interaction between departments is another plus factor, according to Rooney.
Assoc. Prof. Alton H. Clark of'. physics
expressed similar statements. "The atmosphere for professional growth is increasing every year because different disciplines
are beginning to get together and form
bigger and better programs than before."
he said. Does this result in heavier student
loaas? "Well in a sense we solicit heavier
loads," said Clark, explaining this can
result in more potential students to interest
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and also the nutrient requirements of
lobsters. Although he especially likes the
fact that Maine is a great place to research
lobsters, he pointed out that they can also
be studied in other New England states
and even off the West Coast.
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s UMO is the only flying room they need
in their research, which in turn makes the
department more visible.
Agricultural Economics is another case
in point. According to Wallace DunHam,
professor of agricultural and resource
economics, "This department has the best
working relations of any I've been in."
Dunham has been here ten years and has
taught at two other places. "No place is
utopia," he said, adding that his department is short-handed, partly because the
U.S. Dept. of Agricuture "sucks up" so
many of the graduates, and those who do
go into teaching tend to go to universities
that pay higher dalaries.
Dunham said what really bothers him is
that he feels the people of Maine have
been turned against the university.
James M. Acheson, associate professor
of anthropology, said "people just haven't
made up their minds about whether this is
going to be a half decent university or
not." "Our expenditures are even below
Alabama's," said the Maine native. He
attributes this in part to Maine's private
liberal arts colleges which he said tens to
attract students from upper income
brackets. He said their parents have
political clout in the state but aren't
concerned with UMO.
Acheson also said many UMO graduates
leave the state and therefore aren't in a
position to influence the state legislature to
UMO's benefit. Contrasting this with some
other states which have no Ivy League
schools, he said any of these states puts
more resources into its university because
everyone is interested in it.
Assoc. Prof. of forestry Marshall D.
Ashley, also from Maine, takes a different
view "I have a great deal of faith in the
people of Maine and their judegement,"
he said. He's had several offers to go
elsewhere but never considered them
seriously he said, because his department
is strong in field and industry forestry and
"to be associated with that type of program
is a very good holding point," he said.
Ashley, who has worked with the spruce
bLdworm for a few years, said the forestry
department has had good research backing
from federal and private funds, as well as
state funds. Yet he admitted even though
his morale is O.K. it bothers him to see so
much dissatisfaction elesewhere because
the campus is small enough to afford better
relations. "But you'll never get away from
the competition for funding," he said.
On the question of morale, Assoc. Prof.
Kenneth Palmer of political science refers
to the Vietnam restlessness of a few years
ago which also affected morale. He said it
all depends on what time block we're
dealing with.
As far as UMO is concerned, Palmer
feels it has some natural strong points such
as forestry and oceanogrpahy. and that in
his own discipline state politics is
especially relevant, he said Maine is an
interesting state politically because while it
is northeast, it's still rural, and has become
a case study by the Brooking Institute."

There is also a high degree of interest in
state affairs from within the state," he
said, as opposed to large urban areas
where big city politics dominates the
scene.
"I think this university has done a good
job of trying to establish the best
department for the environments," Palmer
said, adding that whatever isolation does
exist here is controllable by building a good
nucleus in a department. He also said that
a big ten school may afford more growth
but that growth can be sided with heavy
pressure.
Robert Carroll, who came here in 1970
on a leave of absence from Buffalo to get
away from some of that pressure, would
agree. "In big universities it's just thrown
at you," he said adding that the University
of N.Y,. in Buffalo is one of the top places
in his field, French. He had fully intended
to return there, but for personal reasons
stayed on at UMO.
In comparing the two places, Carroll
says he has more freedom here. "For
instance. I'm teaching Dante," he said
adding he couldn't do it elsewhere because
it's a bit out of his field of French
Literature. Although the emphasis at UMO
is on literary texts rather than critical
methodology, which he feels is unfortunate, he understands that there's just not
the time. Assessing UMO, he said "If your
professional interests are high and you're a
self-starter, you can do a lot here."
That statement applies well to Bruce
Nicholson, who is researching viral diseases of marine and fresh-water animals. He
chairs the two-year-old Migratory Fish
Research Institute, which he and colleagues in zoology and oceanography have
developed, and which gives them more
leverage in applying for outside/rants. The
Institute's members have over 5300,000 a
year in research money.
Nicholson is also involved with another
program which is partially funded by UMO
And employs five graduate students ana
one post-doctral associate. Next year a
professor from another university will
spend a sabbatical here to work with the
research program. Nicholson said he got
started by working with whatever available
facilities there were, and publishing
papers. "we gradually developed a national reputaion," he said
Another place where things are happening concerns the electrical engineering
solid state lab, which has $500.000 in
equipment and involves Associate ?rolessors Lawrence Kazmerski. John Vetelino,
John Field and Assistant Professor Steven
Mittleman. "This department made a
commitment to build a solid state
semiconductor program in the area."
Kazmerski said, explaining it's a joint
venture with Fairchild Semiconductor in
South Portland.
Fairchild has provided most of the
equipment and maintains it. and in turn
gets the benefit of a master's program at
their South Portland plant. The program is

conducted by lectures on closed-circuit TV
which features a talk-back capability.
Katmerski also has a research program
with National Solar Cell Development
which is funded through the Energy
Research and Development Adminsistration. Twelve undergraduates get paid for
their involvement in the program. All this
activity attracts more students, which is
fine with Kazmerski who says he enjoys
interacting with them and feels it's a good
thing when graduate students continue
working with the program.
This illustrated 3 point Rooney made:
"When you lose key people, not only do
you lose the aura they created, you also
lose the overhead that UMO got from the
outside funding these people pulled in."
Assoc. Prof. August DeSiervo said the
department he's in provides "a nice
environment" with colleagues ans students, and he couldn't see any drawbacks
for himself at UMO although he said he
keeps his options open. He came to UMO
in 1970 after doing post-doctral work at
N.Y., University medical school.

`...UMO operates better
on a budget than any
place I've ever seen.'

Aside from any problems already
acknowledged, what are some others?
Joseph Lerner, of biochemistry feels the
library is "in a very tenuous situation,
especially on book holdings," and that
journal holdings are losing ground.
Lerner also said UMO needs a performing arts center and it is most
unfortunate the concert series got cut
because these are all signs of deterioration.
"Of course we have good plays, but this is
minimal for a university." "Regarding the
seminars, it's just tokenism," he said.
Bayer said UMO is "last in the salary of
experiment station faculty" in the country.
He explained that every land grant
university has experiment stations.
Rooney said the morale problem is
serious and shows up in conversations
about salary, teaching loads, the state's
commitment to UMO, and collective
bargaining. McCleave feels if it comes to
unionization for faculty bargaining, faculty
members will lose some flexibility. Jensen
takes it one step further: "In my opinion.
collective bargaining would wipe this
department (business) right out."
Duchesneau said the UMaine Board of
rrustees "didn't bite the bullet" and
doesn't seem to be willing "to make the
hard decisions to provide some optimism
for the future." He feels the university
cannot support so many campuses.
Dearborn said this is not a unique
situation." We are generally in a more
flexible. mare mobile society. We're in a

big caldron of similar problems across the
nation," he said. He added that UMO
needs the facilities to make its graduates
competitive on the market.
Nicholson said UMO cannot stretch its
budget much further. "I've been around,
and believe me, UMO operates better on a
budget than anyplace I've ever seen," he
said.
Prof. Henry 0. Hooper, chairman of the
physics department, recognizes the problem but also sees the challenge. He said
the amount of money going into research
may take longer to get, "but if you really
want to do research, you'll find a way," he
said. "You're limited only by your own
imagination and efforts.Hooper came here from Wayne State
University in 1973 and really likes the
UMO community. He especially likes the
idea that his department is able to
cooperate with allied ones such as
chemistry, electrical engineering and the
Quaternary Institute in geology. He said
that such cooperation is not always so
apparent in some other universities
because they tend to keep their students to
themselves.
He countered the morale question with,
"Our people feel if they do a good job and
sell themselves to industry and to public
schools., they'll see a turnaround." Commenting on UMO students, he said they
have better attitudes and are more
appreciative than many in other places.
At least three other professors share the
same sentiment. One said that Maine
students are motivated, industrious and
"good to work with." Another said he likes
the idea that students here are interested
in what the faculty is doing. A third said
the students here are the best he's ever
encountered.
James M. Clark, vice-president for
academic affairs, said the quality of UMO's
faculty in terms of Ph.D's and tenure
span has really increased in the last 10
years. He's hopeful that the legislature will
realize this and be more supportive in its
next session.
"The publicity we give to faculty flight is
designed to emphasize the needs of the
university." he said, adding that there's
always a danger of overemphasizing the
negative.
Vice Pres. Clark said UMO's aims for the
future depend partly on student interests.
explaining that business and life sciences
have seen a continuing increase in
enrollment for several years. while the
College of Education peaked in 1970 and is
now in a declining enrollment. Another
factor considered is the published priorities
for growth of these various institutions.
Vice-Pres. Clark said that UMO is a
much better school than many people in
Maine realize. This point is dramatized by
National Science Foundation statistics:
NSF backs one research proposal out of
every nine nationally: one out of every
seven from New England: and one of every
two from UMO.
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The Second Koming of King Kong
BY GARY ROBB

By Christmas more than 1200 theaters
throughout the country will screen a $24
million remake of the quintessential film of
the great monster movie genre. King Kong.
Forty-three years later Dino DeLaurentis is
reshooting Kong with a $1.5 million
mechanical monster, a man in a monkey
suit, and climaxing the film not with the
infamous scaling of the Empire State
Building in New York. but the World Trade
Center. The innocence and compassion of
the former Kong is lost to the slickness of
the newer. Director DeLaurentis is
confident that even the most observant
"movie goer will be overwhelmed by his
version.
Despite the impressive budget which has
been provided and the director's obvious
enthusiasm, the success of the nouveau
Kong will rely on its marketing and the
unfortunate withdrawal of the original
version from circulation. Most critics will
find it hard not to compare the two films.
The UMO film and Broadcasting
Department of the School of Performing
Arts has deemed it necessary to show this
technical masterpiece before it is laid to rest.
The magnificence of the techniques — the
manipulation of the minature animated
models of Kong's adversaries in the jungle
and the beast himself will never be
reproduced. Ernest B. Schoedsack directed
the animated orginals and photographed
them on strips of film with blank
backgrounds. These were then superimposed on matching photographs of live
human action; the backdrops were jungle
paintings. King Kong is the first film to
utilize stop-motion trick photography,

multiple exposures, and processed "shots."
The skill can now only be admirably copied.
Robert Armstrom plays Denham. a film
director who has learned there exists wierd
beasts on an obscure island in the Indian
Ocean. It is his aim to film this place after
he wanders over the homeland (USA) in
search of the leading lady Ann(Faye Wray),
perhaps the sexiest starlet ever to be
caressed by a monster.
When the team arrives on Skull Island
they are confronted with a great wall that
separates one end of the island from the
interior where. Denham says, all the animals
live.They discover, however, that not only do
the animals devour human flesh, but the
native worshippers of the island sacrifice
white-fleshed blondes to their Kong who
spends his days keeping his sub-servient
humanoids in line, destroying the likes of
dinosuars and pterodactyles and accepting
the virgins offered to him. But he is gentle
with the ever-screaming Ann, understanding her delicateness in his powerful
hands; seemingly knowledgeable of life's
worth.
But the ambitions of the filmmaker
Denham peak when he decides to capture
the great ape and transport him to New
York. How he manages it is never explained.
Kong is put on display as if a freak. Critic
Posley Crowther suggests "there is an
inducement of subconsciously sensing Kong
as a massive symbollization of the
segregated Negro race. Kong is black. He is
taken from the jungle and transported to
America in chains. Here he is used to serve a
white master who exploits him unmercifully." In this new land Kong battles

technology, subways, airplanes, skyscrapers.
King Kong is arguably the finest lover
story ever captured. Everywhere he moves he
destroys. Until he meets Faye Wray. He goes
about his battles resting her above danger,
ever-conscious of her presence, violent when
Jack (Bruce Cabot), the All-American man,
escapes with her to a hotel. When Kong tills
the window with his head and flashes his red
gums and white teeth it provides one of the
best shockers of the film. Inevitably, the
safest place for Kong and Ann is the top of
the Empire State Building. The monster is
capable of emotion. He is a protectorate.
And his fall is terrible.
Again, Crowther suggests, "most
suggestive and pervasive in the picture is the
theme of frustrated sex, which is
superficially funny but essentially sad and
ominous. An irony (undoubtedly unintended)is that poor old Kong finally retreats
to the top of the Empire State Building,
which is -- or was, until its peak was adorned
with spiky television antennae -- the most
elaborate phallic symbol in the world."
It is ironic that King Kong was initially
released in March 1933, at the depth of the
Great Depression, when millions were out of
work and a sense of inhuman betrayal by the
social system was surging through the land,f
And now a NEW King Kong is being
released during a period when the American
people feel betrayal by their government.
millions are unemployed, and we are on the
rim of a recession.
You owe it to yourself to catch the original
version in Hauck Auditorium on November
7. To own an original Rembrandt or to view
an original un-cut version of a cult film is a
rarity and a privilege.
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Arts
patrons
provide
sponsorship
BY ELIZA KEMP

Poetry readings—harpsichord concerts
—Maine Masque productions—traveling
art exhibitions—Promotion of dance programs. What do these cultural advantages
of the University of Maine have in
common? All are partially or totally
provided for by the Patrons of the Fine
Arts.
This organization is a group of over 100
individuals who financially support the fine
arts programs at the University of Maine in
Orono. "Their contributions fill the gap
between what the state of Maine provides
for these programs and what is actually
needed for good quality programs. The
donations mean the difference between the
university hiring a very fine violinist or a
mediocre violinist to do a concert on
campus," explained Dr. Vincent Hartgen
of the UMO art department.
"Members of the Patrons of the Fine
Arts are from the Bangor area." Hartgen
said. "Some are members of the UMO
community and others are businessmen in
the Bangor and the surrounding region."
The group sponsors exhibitions in all
branches of the fine arts: music, theatre,
dance, drama, films and poetry, as well as
the visual arts.

Chamber music series opens
with Bach harpsichord concerti
BY HILLERY JAMES

The Bangor Symphony Orchestra began
its Chamber Music Series with an excellent
concert of Bach harpsichord concerti
Tuesday night in Hauck Auditorium at the
University of Maine at Orono. The artistry
of two guest performers, harpsichordists
Mark Kroll and Scott Ross. was well supported and complemented by the Bangor
Symphony Chamber Strings, and the
overall performance was consistently interesting and enjoyable.

resulting in a somewhat whining tone for
the few moments before control was
regained.
However, any flaws in the night's
performance were minor and did not dim
the overall excellence of the concert.
Members of the Bangor Symphony

The four concertos had three-movement
structures, the contrapuntal texture and
ornamentation characteristic of much of
Bach's writing. Two were transcribed from
concertos for violin or oboe soloists.
Concerto in C Minor for two harpsichords, the opening piece, had a lyrical
first allegro, a subdued, delicate adagio
and a vigorous second allegro. The
harpsichords were somewhat obscured by
the strings in the first allegro, but were
clearly dominant over the pizzicato strings
in the adagio. The second allegro had a
good balance and skillful interweaving of
string and harpsichord themes.
Concerto in D Minor featured soloist
Scott Ross, a good musician with impressive technical and phrasing ability. The
allegros were energetic and high-spirited,
the strings sharp and clear and the
harpsichord in control. Ross displayed
virtuosity in difficult solo passages and had
good tone in the adagio.

"With the recent budget cuts that the
university has experienced, we have come
to the situation where we are forced to ask
these individuals for donations for basic
necessities in areas of the fine arts,"
Hartgen added.
"The Patrons of the Fine Arts has been
in existence for ten years. Throughout this
time it has sent traveling art exhibits in
many of the secondary and primary schools
within the state of Maine. It has assisted in
the sponsorship of the continuous exhibits
in Carnegie Hall and throughout the Orono
campus," Professor Hartgen concluded.
The group aids in the funding of Maine
Masque productions and co-sponsors lectures and readings of various well-known
poets and prose writers at the UMO
campus.
Campus representatives of the Patrons
of the Arts are: Robert Godwin, music
department: Arnold Colbath, theatre
department: Raymond S. Hunting. poetry:
Elsa Fletcher, dance; and Vincent Hartgen, visual arts. Present director of the
group is Dr. Howard Kominsky of Bangor.

Bach with Chamber Strings
him as the better of the two musicians.
Concerto in C Major for two harpsichords was very satisfying as the concert's
closing piece. The allegro was rich and
complex with a well-articulated exchange
of motives between the harpsichords and
strings. Adagio ovvero largo, without
string accompaniment, was relatively quiet
and gentle. Unfortunately, in the fuga
there were some blunders by the violins.
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'MAGNIFICENT!"
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INGMAR BERGMAN'S
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While everyone is making campaign prom -
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ises, all of us here at Pesaro's Pizza would
like to make a promise, too. With each
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promise
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that's one promise you can believe, even in

or never give a sayd
an even break!

this election year!
Cid

947-6737
Nightly
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nutrition, good'taste, and good service. And
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BANGOR CINEMA

COUNTRYisIS
GoiNG TO
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CINEMA III

DiPIO DE LAuREgnis PRESENTS

Dustin Hoffman
Laurence Olivier
-

BaDkstore

pusscat

LED THE OPPOSITION
TO ATTEMPTS TO RAISE
THE DRINKING AGE FROM
18 TO 20 YEARS.

CINEMA I

A

Chamber Strings are: Miles Morgan,
conductor; Kristin Lindley and Robert
Collins, professors of music at UMO;
Thomas Wellen, Marie Theresa Lutz and
Ann Roggen. graduate students at UMO
and members of The Graduate Quartet;
Pamela Nesbit, an undergraduate at UMO;
and Marian E. McKenney, John Thomas
and Jan Owen, members of the Bangor
Symphony Orchestra.
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Although Ross gave a good performance. he had less energy and clarity of
phrasing than Kroll, who was soloist for
Concerto in D Major. In addition to
technical ability the equal of Ross's, Kroll
had an enthusiasm and precision that gave
brilliance to the concerto and established

154 Park Street
Orono, Mane 04473

Phone: 8664918

411\
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The music policy of WMEB-FM, the
University of Maine at Orono campus radio
station, is to concentrate on presenting
newly released music and to integrate a
variety of music styles into each show.
In this way, the station hopes to provide
listeners with music they may not have
heard yet, and keep a broad audience by
playing many different styles. According
to Nan Leavitt, station manager, "our
policy is to play 'progressive rock,' or what
is coming up now . . .we discourage all
'Top 40' and bubblegum stuff."
"We concentrate on the new," Leavitt
added, "but we're not confining."
Although the station's music policy
statement suggests that the disc jockeys
spend 25 per cent of their air time on new
releases, the station management realizes
that the DJ's own preferences will be
important in the records and songs, or
cuts, he chooses to play, and encourages
this.
The radio station receives most of the
albums they use free from the record
services of most major recording companies. This is another reason they like to play
the newest cuts: they want to keep their
record services.
WMEB-FM has 42 disc jockeys this fall.
"a good percentage of whom are broadcawing students." Leavitt said. Offhand.

WADLEIGH'S
STORE
Stillwater Ave , Old Town

LARGEST SELECTION
OF COLD BEER & WINE
OPEN.

Mon.-Thurs.
Fri., Sat.
Sun.

8:00-11:00
8:00-12:00
8:30-10:00

she could only think of two non-broadcasting majors who have shows, she said.
Each DJ works about three to four hours a
week, producing his or her own show.
Each broadcaster is required to have a
radio license and to submit a demonstration tape for radio shows and a voice
'tape for news broadcasting.
WMEB, at 91.9 on the FM dial, is
generally on the air from 6:30 a.m. to 2
a.m. Monday through Thursday, and is on
the air continuously from Friday at 6:30
a.m. until 2 a.m. Monday morning. Lately,
there has been a problem with the station
not coming on at 6:30 in the morning—
sometimes not until 2 hours later. This has
been a problem for students with clock
radios whose alarm wakes them with
music. When the radio is not on the air,
the student can easily sleep through a class
because his radio does not wake him up.
Leavitt attributed this to DJ's who could
not be relied on. She said "all the
unreliable people have been removed,"
and hopes things will straighten out now.
WMEB-FM frequently produces "special programs" and defines these as any
program in excess of one half hour of a
specific type of music. A disc jockey
considering producing a special program
must have it approved in advance by the
executive staff of the station. An example
of these special programs is a recent
three hours of Grateful Dead music from .3
p.m. till 6 p.m.
Another special program is the "King
Biscuit Flower Hour" which is aired every
Sunday night at 9 p.m. This is a "series of
rock concerts recorded all over the world,
. .we are one of the few college stations
that carry it, and may have been the first
campus station to air it," Barry Singer.
production manager, said.
WMEB-FM has several projects planned
for this fall's fund-raising attempts. On
Nov. 5, in some complex cafeterias,
WMEB will present a "Showcase of
Bands." According to Singer, "an agent is
picking the best two of five possible banas
to perform for us."

What!!??
OKTOBERFEST IN NOVEMBER?
An evening of German Folk Songs with
LIZ DOWNING and ANDREW PERIALE.
Come on over to THE BEAR'S DEN
Monday nite Nov. 1st and sing along in the
TRUE PUB TRADITION

Invite the bunch.

The station also plans to present several
live recordings of concerts at the "Woodshed," an Orono restaurant and pub. So
far this year, WMEB has only been able to
record the concerts at the "Woodshed"
and bring them back to the station for air
play, but will start live broadcasting as
soon as the phone company can put in an
appropriate broadcasting line, Singer said.
WMEB tee-shirts and
bumper
stickers will be sold at the "Showcase of
Bands" and thereafter as another fundraising idea.

Nan Leavitt also expects there will be
another "Beg-a-thon" like the one held
last spring because "we can always use
money for new equipment."
The executive staff at WMEB-FM
consists of several directors and managers,
most of whom have assistants.
The
managers and editors are paid $100 per
semester, and the assistants get $50 per
semester.
According to Randy Reil,
assistant production manager, "this works
put to less than one cent per hour."

Dodge's faithful craft
of 'Bert and I'
The tall, dark man was no stranger as ne
strode softly to center stage. As soon as he
appeared from the wings, the capacity
crowd in Hauck Auditorium broke into
applause.
Marshall Dodge of "Bert and l" fame
approached the microphone and stopped.
He loosed the huge gray duffle bag from his
shoulder, set it upon the stage. and stood
stock still as he surveyed the crowd while
the applause died down.
He spoke. -Bert and I went down to the
dock 'bout nine o'clock...", and the
applause resumed. Dodge held the crowd
captive for two hours with his "Downeast
Humah" and flawless characterizations of
Maine people from the sea to the deep
woods.
He became "Virgie" of Cutler Harbor or
"Gagnon, the World Champeen Moose-callere" by reaching into the duffle bag and
bringing forth the appropriate cap.
Dodges original "Bluebird". the faithful
craft of Bert and I, is now the "Bluebird
VII" and is powered by a "Clarion cook
stove" as a result of the energy shortage.
The lifelong native of New York started
by imitating his prep school friends from
Maine and did his first "Bert and I" album
in 1959, he said. Three "Bert and I" albums
have followed and his characters have
expanded to include the nation, from the
deep South cajun to the tall-tale-telling
Texan.

Greatest drink ever invented! Mix a batch in advance,
add ice and 7UP at the last minute ...serve the crowd
right out of the bucket! Smooth 'n delicious. Wow!

Chill ingredients MIX in bucket
adding 7UP last Add a few drops
red food coloring (optional) stir
lightly Add ice orange, lemon
slices Looks and tastes great,

You know it's got to be good .. when its made with

Southern Comfort®
SOUTHERN COMFORT CORPORATION 100 PROOF I1OUEUR ST 1.0110 MO 63132

1976 Uri

Of more that 2000
distributed to the administr
classified and professional
UMO. only 400 have been ri
time.

Dodge said his Maine characters have
been loved form Orono to Omaha with :he
exception of his former fellow New Yorkers.
"They like the one-liners but they don't have
the patience for a good story," he said.
He said the UMO audience was the most
appreciative he had ever seen. "A lot of
people don't get some of the more subtle
bits, but they didnIt miss a thing tonight."
Dodge said.
Dodge is a quiet man with a smile that
comes easily and he seemed to enjoy the
evening's humor as much as his audience.
He moved to Bristol, Maine last year and
is now doing applarences "about once a
week to keep myself in corned beef hash."
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Visit The New Pantry

AT THE WOODSHED
103 Park St., Orono
Featuring

Recipe
One fifth Southern Comfort
3 quarts 7UP
6oz fresh lemon juice
One 6-ozcan frozen orange juice
One 6-oz can frozen lemonade
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Serves 32...tastes like a super cocktail!

BY DOUG CURTIS

BY PATRICE KRANT

BY EDWARD STEVENs

Mix a great, big bucket full of

41pen !louse Punch!

I

Soil tear

W/MEB: NIusic is the only massage
BY PATRICE KRANT

The Maine Campus

Burgers
Double Burgers
Triple Burgers
With Cheese
With Lettuce & Tomato

Hot Dog
Hot Dog w!Chili
Hot Dog w /Cheese

French Fries
Onion Rings
Chili Bowl-Pizza
Fish Sandwich
Chicken Sandwich
Steak Sandwich
Ham Sandwich
Roast Beef Sandwich

OPEN DAILY AT 11A.M.-CLOSED TUESDAY

SCH

UNDER N
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Top Round
Steak
Chuck Finno.,
Bone-In
Hamburg
Bacon
Sliced Boiled
Ham
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942
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Soil team qualifies for national title meet at Clemson
BY DOUG CURTIS

Just about everyone at UMO has heard
about the baseball team's crack at a
national title in Omaha. Neb., but not too
many people realize that this spring a
group of UMO students will be seeking a
different type of national championship.
The University of Maine soil judging
team will take to the pits in South Carolina
at Clemson University and try to come
away with all the marbles.
The UMO team recently competed in
northeastern regional meet sponsored by
the Soils Science Society of America in

which they placed second behind the
University of Maryland.
Individual honors went to UMO's Alan
Pinkham who placed second in the entire
competition and UMO's Wendy Close who
placed ninth.
Maine's team that placed second
consisted of Neil DeStefano, Glenn Angell,
Rod Richard and Pinkham. The rest of the
team included Karen Armington, Porter
Turnball, Steve Howell, Norm Scott, Terry
Bourgoin, Chris Jones, and Don Buck.
Since the team placed second in the
meet, the team qualified for the nationals

to be held in April.
A soil meet is designed to tax a student's
knowledge and also exert pressure on him
to finish a sample area in a very short
period of time. The students are usually
allowed 40 minutes at each pit to determine
the "soil morphology" of the soil. Soil
morphology is a term used to describe the
structure of the soil. The student physically
examines the soil, interprets it into
classified orders called "horizons" and
then further classifies the horizons into
other structures.
Then the team would check for the depth
of the sample and leave the site to

1976 United Way fund short of goal

determine the texture of the soil
and
identify it. Students are allowed to return
to the pits with five minutes remaining
to
recheck their results and interpretations.
The team has ten minutes to gather the
basic data to make the interpre
tation
before leaving the pit. Besides
the
classifications of soil orders, the team must
take other things into consideration such
as
slope of the terrain, drainage permeabi
lity
and the position of the site itself,
ie.,
terrace, flood plain, etc.
Political advertisement
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The 1976 United Way campaign at the
University of Maine at Orono is more than
half-over. In terms of contributions, the
campaign has reached only 34 per cent of
its goal, according to Dr. W. Murray Bain,
professor of microbiology at UMO and
Chairman of the UMO United Way
campaign.
Of more that 2000 pledge cards
distributed to the administration, faculty,
classified and professional employes at
UMO, only 400 have been returned at this
time.
Dr. Bain said he hopes that since today is
a monthly pay day for many University
employes. many of the promised contributions will come in now. "We hope they're
just waiting for payday to do it," Bain said.
said.

Dr. Bain also said he and the campaign
solicitors "sense that employes of this
university are not all convinced this is a
worthwhile endeavor." He felt the United
Way people have not been able to get
across to the employes that the services the
United Way supports are services they use.
Contributing to the United Way is like a
"downpayment on your use" of these
facilities, Bain said.
The UMO students are sponsoring
several United Way fund-raising events
this week. No funds are solicited from
students, so the dorms and organizations
on campus raise money through their
activities. There will be a campus-wide fast
day on Nov. 3. "Roughly 600 people"
signed up to forfeit their meals for the day.
The cafeterias will give the, United Way
$1.75 for 14-meal plan fasters and S1.90 for
the 21-meal plan donators.

campus Nov. 2 to 4 to interview and talk to
students interested in joining up. Friedman
said the Corps is especially interested in
people with backgrounds in special
education. agriculture. French, engineering,
business, human development, forestry,
marine biology, and skill trades, such as
carpentry.
1-riedman and the other representatives,
Peter Bourque and Andrea,Loughry, will be
conducting interviews at Career Planning
and Placement while they are here: they will
also be in the library for interviews or just
general discussion.

VEAZ!E MEAT CUTTING SCHOOL
RETAIL OUTLET
SCHOOL STREET VEAZ1E

UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT

38 Main Street Orono, Me.

866-4032

Watch and Jewelry Repairs
Some Sorority &
Fraternity Jewelry
Available

Chicken Legs

.421b

GET ACQUAINTED OFFER- 1 lb. HORMEL OLEO FREE
WITH $5 ORDER & THIS AD
MON.-FRI. 8-5 SAT. 8-12
FREEZER ORDERS A SPECIALTY

by committee to elect Davies

LA NDRYS
sells & services the full line of
Dependable Maytags!
•Automatic Washers
*Halo-of-I-teat Dryers
*Portable Washers
and Dryers
•Portable or Built in
Dishwashers
'Disposers, too

46 CENTER ST. BREWER TEL, 989-3850

SILVA
system

Compa

don't go
in the woods
without it

Natural Casing Franks .89 lb
Asst. Cold Cuts
.991b
(Baloney, Salami, M & C Loaf
Olive Loaf, Chicken Loaf)

VOTE FOR
DICK DAVIES AND
RETURNABLE BOTTLES
ON NOV. 2 AT THE
NEWMAN CENTER
paid

Gifts for all occasions

OPENING SPECIALS
Top Round
$1.391b
Steak
Chuck Roast,
.591b
Bone-1n
.69 lb
Hamburg
Bacon
$1.39/b
Sliced Boiled
$1.491b
Ham

SUPPORTED AND WORKED
FOR
RETURNABLE BOTTLES
AND A STATE-WIDE
RECYCLING PROGRAM.

DeGrasse Jewelers

Peace Corps representatives
to conduct campus interviews
Working for the Peace Corps may be one
of the most difficult experiences a person
ever encounters, but it also carries the most
potential for personal development, said
Doug Friedman, a recruiter for the Peace
Corp.
"Peace Corps work involves a shotgun
effect; you're teaching your skills so when
you leave a country, you aren't just leaving
ten buildings, you're leaving a group of
people who can maintain these buildings
and construct others." Friedman explained.
Three representatives from the Peace
Corps. including Friedman, will be on

LOOK AT THE
RECORD!
DICK DAVIES

A United Way Walk-a-Thon is planned
for tomorrow. Each dorm will have one
representative walk 15 miles in the Orono
area and will have dorm residents pledge
money for each mile the walker finishes.

[

BUCK'KNIVES
FAMOuSr-

D,NC,

A %I

Out

STORE HOURS: Monday - ThandaY
0:30-5:30;
Friday 8:30-9:00; Saturday 8:30-5:
00

942-9303 ASK FOR "DICK'

WATCH OUR WEEKLY SPECIALS
589 Wilson St., Bar Harbor Rd. Brewer, Maine
Tel: 989.6677
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Rooters away
in season finale

SPORTS

BY ROBIN BEEBE

The Striking Circle
,by Charlotte Mc Atee
The UMO women's field hockey team
will be competing this weekend at Bowdoin
for the state championship.
Maine will face their first opponent,
Colby, on Friday morning. If they get by
the Mules, the women will then face the
winner of the Bowdoin-UMPI battle.
The final round of competition will be on
Saturday, with the two top finishers then
going on to the regionals.
Last year's champion, Bates, will
probably be Maine's toughest opponent.
Bowdoin or UMP1. which Maine has had
difficulty scoring on, could also spell
trouble for the Black Bears.
UMO placed second in last year's
tournament, and went on to a second place
finish in the regional championships at
Springfield. Mass. Springfield College
finished in the top spot by virtue of a 1-0
win over the Maine squad.
The two teams were invited to compete
in the national championships in Virginia.
where Maine was seeded tenth. They
eventually placed eighth in the national
rankings before bowing out prior to the
final round. Westchester College of
political advertisement
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Pennsylvania won the championship in a
wild triple overtime game over Cortland
State of New York.
Whether of not Maine's field hockey
team maintains their national ranking rests
on this weekend.
lot it

St

The University of Maine at Orono
womens field hockey team won its final
game Wednesday, 2-1 over the University
of Maine at Farmington.
The biggest factor in the game was the
weather, as the two teams moved stiffly in
the sub-freezing temperature.
Maine missed two good chances to score
on successive penalty corners, the Farmington goalie thwarting the first attempt
with an outstanding kick save. On the
second drive, an alert UMF fullback
knocked down a high scoop shot with her
hand.
Janice Lamborghini finally connected on
a penalty corner, knocking in the rebound
of a Brook Merrow shot.
UMF's goalie was tested again and
again, and responded with sparkling saves,
once making a perfect split to knock away a
drive from halfback Sherri Jackson. But
Brook Merrow and Janice Lamborghini
teamed up again, with Merrow scoring this
time by deflecting a waist high Lamborghini pass into the net.
UMO travels to Bowdoin on Friday for
the state championship. Their first game
will be against the Colby Mules.

Pilot° by WI Roy

BROOK MERROW (right) and Tracy
Washburn (center) fight the cold in
UMOs 2-1 win over UMF.

The University of Maine at Orono soccer
team faces a tough Portland-Gorham club
in the final game of the season this
Saturday at Portland.
"UMPG, rated the number one team in
the state, has had an excellent year,"
commented Coach Paul Stoyell.
Andrew Whittaker, from Jamaica, is
considered their best player. Briane Cooke
and Hugh Shim, also from Jamaica and
John Sylva, from Africa are also key
players for UMPG.
Fred Davis, sophomore from Baltimore,
Maryland, will have the difficult task of
handling a determined Ted Woodbrey. If
the UMO forward scores, he will break the
record for most goals in one season. This
would enable the senior co-captain to claim
his third UMO soccer record. Woodbrey
has already broken the record for most
career points and most points scored in a
season.
UMPG is a member of the National
Association of Intercollegiate Athletics
which includes smaller schools. Although
there are five national champions. NCAADivision 1,2 and 3, NA1A and Junior
College many NAIA schools play NCAA
teams in season competition.
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WINDFALL
SALE
Coats - Suedes
and Leathers
from $49.99
Sweaters from $7.99
SALE ITEMS
THROUGHOUT
THE STORE

ON THE

progre,
ground
Sue rdl

HOBBY MAKERS
"ONLY THE BEST
IN HOBBIES"

HO TRAINS
SCRATCH BUILDINGS
MATERIALS
WAR GAMES
5 STATE ST.
EIREWCR, MAINE 04412
989-1210

MAKE TRACKS
TO DOWNTOWN BANGOR
AND GET THERE FREE
[
Buses will run free to UMO students every Friday
beginning at 12 noon and all day Saturday, from the
University to Downtown Bangor every hour on the half
hour. Designated bus stops are at the Memorial Gym,
Hauck Auditorium and Estabrook Hall.

The DOWNTOWN BANGOR MERCHANTS ASSC has
provided this service for UMO STUDENTS with their
UNIVERSITY ID

Harriers storm
into Boston
for Yankee title
BY STEVE VAI TONES

The University of Maine at Orono
Harriers begin the championship portion of
their season tomorrow as they travel to
Boston for the Yankee Conference meet.
The team hopes to improve on last year's
fifth place against the six New England
universities and Boston University.
Last year's champ. Massachusetts, is
again the favorite as they are ranked
second in New England behind nationally
— ranked Providence. Their biggest competition will come from Connecticut who is
ranked eighth in the N.E. coaches poll.
The individual favorite is Bruce Clark of
UConn. Clark, going for his second straight
Yankee Conference title will get his
competition from his freshman teammate
Pat O'Neil, and the entire Mass. squad.
The New England poll gave Maine votes
for the first time in many years, so the
Bears cannot be counted out of the picture
entirely. Maine has handily defeated New
Hampshire and Vermont while these teams
have beaten Rhode Island and B.U. On
paper UMO should claim third place.
The top seven runners on the team will
represent Maine at the Yankees, and at the
New Englands the following week, are Pete
Brigham, Bill Pike, Eric Kimball, Mike
Roddin, Phil Garland, Mike Skvarch and
Darrell Seekins. The team depth is shown
in the fact that four of these runners have
been Maine's top man at different times
during the season. The pack running,
exhibited in prior races (the top seven
finishing within 30 seconds of each other)
will be an asset to the bigger meets as this
gives the team a better chance to break up
the top scorers of the opposing teams.
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Photo by Russ McKnight

ON THE COURT or off, Sue Staples is confident and
relaxed.

Photo

bv Russ McKnight
MAINE SINGLES CHAMP Sue Staples makes
a return in her match with
UMPI's Terry Casayant earlier this season.
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Forty-Love
by Bill IT'allace
The intensity and desire
displayed by UMO'lemale athletes
have been the essential ingredients leading to the growth of
women's sports at UMO. Sue
Staples. 197h Maine Association
of Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women (MAIAW) Singles
Champion in tennis. personifies
the qualities of good sportsmanship both on and off. the courts.
The physical education major
from Brunswick began her tennis
career at the age of eight. Sue
admits she was fortunate to have
an excellent coach. Welby Van
Horn, when she started in the
sport. "lie really helped me
progress by teaching me all the
ground strokes at an early age."
Sue related.
Now a resident of Brunswick.
Sue has lived in Maine for only
four years. Puerto Rico is her
original home. While in Puerto
Rico. Sue was able t play with
many outstanding players on a
daily basis. "We used to visit
Maine for vacations in the
summer." Sue added.
This tall Sue was undefeated in
all seven of the women's matches.
At the MAIAW Championships
last weekend. the UMO junior
maintained her undefeated string
and led the Maine contingent to
the stale championship. "I
consider myself a defensive
player." Sue informed. "I have a
strong serve and can be a power
player. but I generally rely on
getting the ball back over the net
one more time than tny'
opponent.'•
The phenomenal interest in
tennis in the U.S. can be seen in
the improved quality of players in
New England and Maine. "When
I first came to Maine while we still
lived in Puerto Rico, there were no
girls I could play with." Sue said.
"Now there are no empty courts."
Sue feels television and tennis
stars Chris Evert and Billie Jean
King have contributed to the
sport's growth.
The most successful athletes
are the ones who can turn losses
and temporary setbacks into
building blocks to victory. Sue
Staples is no exception. "Last
year. I really lacked confidence."
Sue confessed. "I was winning.
but playing lousy tennis. I nearly
gave up on tennis at that point. It
took months of talking to my
parents to convince myself I could
still play. hut this year I really
came hack.'
UM() tennis coach Eilene Fox,
has been essential to Sue's success
as a collegiate tennis player.
Coach Fox calls Site "very
coachable." and not "a prima

donna like many talented college
players."
[he UMO coach has added a
new concept to the y‘omeriss
tennis program. It is a new idea
called sports psyching. She is
using a book The Inner Game by
Tim Galhk ay. -Coach Fox is very
big on this and gives us
handouts.- informed Sue. "I was
dead tired in the finals at the
MAIAW's last weekend but she
(Coach Fox) told me. 'Sue you've
got to put everything out of your
mind. Forget the pain and s‘ in
one at a time.' It worked
Tennis, just as every other
sport. requires hours of practice
each day. Hov, does the athlete
manage to practice and study too?
takes so much time. I
have to talk to my teachers and
tell them yy hv I miss classes.- Stie
explained. -They usually understand and let me take tests early
or later makeups... .I he UMO
tennis ace also added that. during
the season, tennis is the most
important thing to her. Mier the
season is over, however. she
"really starts studying."
Some people might wonder
whether all the practicing and
games are worth it, or is the
athelete really missing something
by not engaging in more social
activities. Sue leek that through
tennis she has been able to meet
many interesting people. "I feel
that about 99 per cent of my
friends I have met through
tennis," Sue slid. "This weekend
at the New Englands I'll be able to
see girls I met earlier this season
and I'll meet Lieu people."
Sue feels that her parents are
the ideal type for an athlete.
According to Sue. "My parents
always impressed upon me the
importance of learning to accept
losses. 'Nev. never pressured me
into winning."
The quality and quantity of
women's intercollegiate athletic
programs are improving every
year. UMO has taken giant
strides in this area, and women in
UMO sports have been responding with winning teams. "It's
really great to be a girl now." Sue
cheered. "We are going to the
New England's this year, and
we've added more out-of-state
matches next year." Even the
travel lodging for the women is
better. .[his year the tennis team
actually. stayed in the same place
as the LIMO football team at the
CRI match.
Sue Staplcs• personality and
driyc both on and oft the court are
a Crcilii not opl‘ tt) the %%omen's
Icillils It.'.1111 but t,, the t inversity
ith yitung %% omen
as a %%bolc•
such as Sue. %%omen's sports at
UM() cannot help but prosper.
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A vote for McCarthy is a vote for McCarthy.

McCARTHY
'76
PAID FOR by Citizens for McCarthy
Phil Spaulding—Treasurer
For More Information—Call 581-7801
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RETURN of the
Pink Panther
See Peter Sellers

as inspector eiouseau
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SHOWN DAILY 9:15
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FIVE CONTINUOUS YEARS IN CAMBRIDGE, MASS.
The classic that has now
become the longest
running film
in American theatre history.

ICING
HEARTs'
i :-4-!

DAILY
700 IL 9:00
Sw
AT.L. SUN. Mat. at 2:00

SHORT SUBJECTS
BAN481 MEETS GODZILLA • THANK YOU MASK MA
24 1111 TEL

h.:
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SHOWN DAILY
7-00 4 9.00

'Obsession' is as good
and often better than
anything Hitchcock
has ever done:'

A GEORGE LIT TO
PRODUCTION
A BRIAN DE PAL MA FILM
CLIFF ROBERTSON & GENEVIEVE BWOLD

OBSESS/ON
A bizarre story of love

"Exquisite entertainment."
-Richard Schickel Time Magazine

The Maine Campus • October 29, 1976
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Corner Kicks
by Robin Beebe

Photo by Phil Roy

WHETHER IN THE OFFICE or in the
gym, intramurals chief Dave Ames
keeps the games running smoothly.

Intramural
competition
stays afloat

The University of Maine's Phil Torsney
has matured from a struggling novice to
perhaps the finest soccer goalie in the
Yankee Conference.
"You've got to be crazy or awful quick,"
said UMO goalie Torsney, adding with a
grin, "And I'm awful quick."
Goaltending involves a combination of
confidence, speed and agility.
"Confidence is the key," remarked
Coach Paul Stoyell. "Torsney struggled
last season, although he had the ability to
he an excellent goalie. The University of
Vermont victory last year proved to be a
turning point in Torsney's career; he
gained the confidence he needed with that
shut-out against the number two ranked
team in New England." said Stoyell.
Torsney has matured as a goalie both
mentally and physically by practicing
off-season with buddies from Gannett Hall.
running through 'crazy drills' (Torsney's
term for going nuts with the ball making
crazy saves.)
Torsney has worked hard to improve his
quickness. leaping ability and overall
physical condition.
He has fantastic reactions," Stoyell

said. "1 believe he is better than any goalie
we've faced in the Yankee Conference."
Stoyell continued. "Although he has a
higher goals-per-game average, he is
stopping almost four times as many shots
as his counterparts." A perfect example
was the UMO-UVM contest on Homecoming when Torsney stopped 31 UVM
shots while the UVM goalie, challenged by
only 4 shots, was awarded a shut-out.
UMO lost the game 1-0.
Torsney, a junior wildlife major, wishes
he had more college playing experience
before starting on the varsity team. He did
not play his freshman year because he felt
the wildlife program did not blend well
with intercollegiate sports. "Four out of
five days I had labs until 5:00," he said.
Torsney agrees that goaltending can be a
dangerous business. "Sure you get bashed
around," remarked the UMO goalie. "It's
important that you fall right. You've got to
grab the ball and know ho% to come down
with it without killing yourself."
Although best known among many of his
friends for his tobacco-chewing ability,
Torsney has proven himself to be an asset
to the UMO soccer team and one of the
best goalies Maine will ever see.
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UMO s STAR GOALIE Phil Torsney
rallies his teammates during practice.
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BY CHARLOTTE McATEE

The intramural program at the University of Maine at Orono is suffering from the
same disease every other department on
campus is: budget cuts.
The intramural program, still one of the
best in New England. lives under the
guidance of David Ames, director of
intramural activities. In addition' to being
in charge of intramurals. Ames supervises
Clubs and Recreation, equipment rental,
work-study and teaches physical education.
"We lost four graduate assistants in the
budget crunch. and I lost some of my
work-study staden:s--$600 was cut from
that program. The itaff is much too small.
but v% e do the best we can," says Ames.
"We have S5.400 this year. $.3,800 of which
will go to officials ($2.3042.80 per hour).
The rest goes toward trophies and
equipment."
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HOLOCAUST
Saturday, Oct. 30, From 9P.M.-1A.M.

*ALL $6.98 LIST ALBUMS

This money is supplied by the athletic
department and partly from the $20
student activity fee.

(Regular $4.99)

Another prcblem is space. "We're so
overcrowded, it's unbelievable," Ames
says. "We have to close the locker rooms
when a team from another school visits.
Ideally, we should have our own facilities."
He cites the University of Illinois as an
example, which has a swimming pool used
exclusively for intramurals. Along with
that. however. goes a $75 Student Activity
Fee.
Students are now asked to use Lengyel
Gym for volleyball and basketball as a
partial solution to the overcrowding
problem
The biggest incentive for competing in
UMO intramurals is that shining bubble at
the end of the road: the all-points trophy.
But that raises a question--won't the
fraternities and dorms that are "jock
factories" dominate such a race?
The fraternity Phi Eta Kappa for
example, won the all-points trophy seven
years in a row. About half the house
members are varsity lettermen.
Roger Day, Phi Eta's intramural representative, hedges a bit on the question of
jocks: 'We're well organized, and we have
a lot of pride and spirit." Rich Carvill. a
brother at Phi Eta Kappa, noted, "Look at
TKE(Tau Kappa Epsilon). They have more
jocks than we do. It's just that we care
more.
The spirit exemplified by Phi Eta Kappa
is found throughout the campus. In the
face of mounting budget cuts, it's the only
thing keeping the fun and games alive.

ARE $3.99
-In Stock Merchandise only
-No Special Orders
-No Purchase Limit
Largest Record Purchase of the Holocaust by one
Customer earns that Customer 2 FREE $6.98 List
Albums & ONE Disc Preener.

*COSTUME CONTEST
Person with Best Costume Receives 2
FREE $6.98 List LPs (Your Choice) &
Sound Guard Record Protection Kit.
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ALL CUSTOMERS WEARING
COSTUMES GET 1/2 OFF ON
ALL CUT-OUTS IN SPECIALS BIN

I( 1 1
I'LL'S-FREE PtirANCII
CANDY & FOOD 141)11 ALL
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